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A VISION OF THE CITY
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ALEX MCMAHON

f you stand next to Chattanooga’s Hunter Museum on a bluﬀ
overlooking the Tennessee River on a sunny spring weekend afternoon,
you can see walkers and bicyclists coming and going on the city’s
Riverwalk, a 10-mile path along the river that anchors an extensive

greenway system.
You can see tourists in the Bluﬀ View Arts District taking photos of
themselves in front of the museum mansion, sitting under a shady pergola
at the Bluﬀ View Inn’s bocce court, enjoying a latte or a croissant in a garden terrace, shopping for art glass or watercolors, and looking at sculptures
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ranging from the whimsical Tom Otterness “Free Money” in front of the
museum to Leonard Baskin’s emotionally powerful “Prodigal Son” in the
River Gallery Sculpture Garden.

Photos:
Top—The Hunter Museum plaza offers views of the Walnut Street Bridge and the North Shore.
Middle Row, Left—The flow of water in The Passage represents the tears of the Cherokee during their
forced relocation.
Middle Row, Center—Readers of Rowing News named Chattanooga’s Head of the Hooch when asked
“Which race is in the best town?”
Middle Row, Right—”Full Count” by sculptor John Dreyfuss in the Hunter Museum Sculpture Garden.
Bottom Row, Left—Playing frisbee on the lawn at Coolidge Park.
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Bottom Row, Right—Looking down at AT&T Field and the main Riverbend stage from Cameron Hill.
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From the bluﬀ, you can

walking to AT&T Field for a

watch people giggling nervous-

Chattanooga Lookouts home

ly as they cross a glass bridge

baseball game, to the Creative

over Riverfront Parkway and

Discovery Museum, to the

passing riverfront condomini-

Majestic 12 movie theater, or to

ums on their way down to the

Ross’s Landing for a bluegrass

Tennessee Aquarium, where the

concert or a regatta.
You can see throngs

aquarium’s glass roof shines in
the sun. You can see visitors on

of people crossing the Walnut

the aquarium plaza splashing

Street Bridge, a half-mile-long

in the water, reading the lyrics

pedestrian bridge that leads to

to “Chattanooga Choo Choo”

the North Shore with its quirky

embedded in the concrete, eat-

shops and restaurants, and you

ing ice cream, or waiting for a

can see children waiting to ride

horse-drawn carriage to tour

the carousel in Coolidge Park

downtown.

or playing in the interactive
fountain. You can see the park’s

Next to the aquari-

lawn covered with people ﬂying

um plaza, you can see people
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Photos – clockwise, from top:
View of the Head of the Hootch regatta from Memorial Bridge.
A portion of Renaissance Park occupies the site of a former appliance
manufacturing facility that operated
from 1926 to 2002.
The grassy pyramids at Renaissance
Park are popular places for children
to play.
Deborah Butterfield’s “Boreal” on the
Hunter Museum sculpture plaza looks
like it is made of driftwood but is actually bronze.
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kites, playing Frisbee, tackling

a Navy/Marine Corps Reserve

the climbing wall on a pier of

Center occupying Coolidge Park,

the bridge, barbecuing, or just

where the only acknowledge-

sunbathing.

ment of its status as a public park

You can see kayakers,

consisted a fenced-oﬀ stone me-

rowers, and jet skiers on the river

morial in the middle of the mili-

maneuvering around the Delta

tary facility.

Queen, a historic riverboat con-

Actually, chances are

verted to a ﬂoating hotel. You

you would have seen none of

can see tourists waving from

that due to smog so thick that

the decks of the Southern Belle,

downtown motorists sometimes

a working riverboat; or from

had to turn on their headlights in

one of the Chattanooga Ducks,

▲ A 1965 aerial view of downtown Chattanooga
obscured by industrial smoke.
— courtesy of the BICENTENNIAL LIBRARY

WW-II era amphibious landing

▲ Equipment testing at the Alstom Power facility.
— photo by DOUG BARNETTE

the middle of the day. And you
probably would not have been

vehicles; or from the Aquarium’s

standing by the museum on a

River Gorge Explorer high-speed

weekend afternoon in the ﬁrst

catamaran.

place because the city’s convolut-

It’s hard to imagine

ed maze of one-way streets made

that forty years ago, you would
▼ A 2009 aerial view of downtown Chattanooga
devoid of visible pollution.
— photo by MATT MCLELLAN

not have been able to see any of
these sights.

▼ German company SIAG Aerisyn and French
company Alstom Power have opened side-by-side
plants in Chattanooga.
— photo by DOUG BARNETTE

Forty years ago, the

it nearly impossible to get there,
and downtown Chattanooga
emptied out at 5 p.m. on Friday
afternoon, remaining near-

main sights visible from the

ly completely deserted until

Hunter Museum included empty

Monday morning.

streets and empty lots, dilapi-

By 1969, when the

dated buildings and a four-lane

federal government declared

highway blocking access to

Chattanooga the dirtiest city in

the river. Looking toward the

America, nearly 10 percent of the

North Shore, you would have

population had ﬂed. Residents

seen a rusting bridge barely

had started abandoning the city

able to bear the weight of cars

in the 1950s, and manufacturers

traveling across the river and

were leaving, too; several years
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before the 1969 announcement,

with a population of over 100,000

building a national reputation

the Volkswagen plant, the

and at a number of other loca-

the Chamber of Commerce had

to gain residents in the 1990s

for addressing pollution and

950,000-square foot BlueCross

tions around town.

warned that the city’s air pollu-

after having lost 10 percent or

embracing sustainable growth

BlueShield of Tennessee head-

tion was making it diﬃcult to

more of its population in the pre-

practices. That attitude has

quarters on Cameron Hill, and

segments of Chattanooga’s popu-

decades is one of leadership,

recruit industry to the area. Even

vious decade. Today, as the result

proven a fertile incubator for

the Carmike Majestic 12 mov-

lation wanted no part of the im-

generosity, and a dedication to

after cleaning up the air pollu-

of continued growth in the new

green businesses and a point of

ie theater, have been, or will

provements that have made the

the common good. It’s the story

tion problem in the early 1970s

millennium, more people live in

attraction for outside investment

be, certiﬁed by the US Green

city so attractive to locals, new-

of the establishment of a process

and annexing a good portion of

Chattanooga than ever before.

by environmentally conscious

Building Council’s Leadership

comers, tourists, and businesses

that has become known as “the

companies – Volkswagen as a

in Energy and Environmental

today. They objected strenu-

Chattanooga way,” a visioning,

Not only has the city’s

the surrounding area, the city

The story of how the
dirtiest city in America trans-

Remarkably, very vocal

formed itself in a few short

continued its decline, losing an-

population increased due to new

global player, but also many na-

Design (LEED) program.

ously to building the Tennessee

planning, and building process

other 10 percent of its population

housing and activities, with revi-

tional and local companies.” The

Chattanooga is also home to

Aquarium, which they derided

based on public/private partner-

between 1980 and 1990.

talized neighborhoods down-

French power company Alstom

the ﬁrst certiﬁed green restau-

as a “ﬁsh tank.” They wanted to

ships with input from the com-

town, on the North Shore, and

also cited the city’s environ-

rant in Tennessee, and electric

tear down the beautiful, historic

munity. It’s the also the story of

announced in July 2008 that it

on the Southside attracting new

mental reputation as a deciding

shuttle buses manufactured

bridge. They complained that

individuals and families who

would invest $1 billion to build

residents, much of Chattanooga’s

factor for locating the world’s

in Chattanooga provide free

trees and sculptures blocked the

invested their own eﬀort and

a manufacturing facility in

transformation has focused on

largest turbine manufacturing

downtown transportation. Local

sidewalks. And they warned of

money, in some cases everything

Chattanooga, citing the city’s “ex-

developing a sustainable com-

facility in Chattanooga. Next

farmers and artisanal food pro-

impending doom if the city al-

they owned, to beneﬁt the entire

ceptional quality of life” and its

munity, attracting companies

door to Alstom, German-owned

ducers sell their goods at the

tered its one-way streets and the

city. And in no small part, it’s the

“environmental emphasis,” that

and residents invested in clean

Siag Aerisyn manufactures wind

Chattanooga Market on Sunday

four-lane highway separating

story of how a small number of

announcement capped an amaz-

energy and outdoor recreation.

turbine towers.

afternoons, at the Main Street

the city from the river. Some of

people worked to change a city’s

Farmer’s Market on Wednesdays,

them even balked at cleaning up

attitude and succeeded.

So when Volkswagen

ing turnaround. Chattanooga is
the only city in the United States

As Volkswagen notes,
“Chattanoogans have been

Many of the city’s
new buildings, including

the air.


◄◄ The BlueCross Blue Shield Campus
overlooks downtown Chattanooga
from Cameron Hill.
◄ The story of Volkswagen’s decision to
build its new North American plant in
Chattanooga is one told about ideals,
those of leadership, generosity, and
a dedication to the common good.
Those ideals were verbalized by Trevor
Hamilton, Vice President of Economic
Development for the Chattanooga
Area Chamber of Commerce, upon
learning of that decision, “Over the
past seven months, more than 100
Tennesseans at the local, state and
federal level have worked odd hours
on short deadlines to help us reach
this day... and from this day forward,
we dedicate ourselves to partnering
with Volkswagen to move from construction to production as quickly as
possible. We will unify our team with
Volkswagen’s to ensure long-term success for the company, our community
and the state of Tennessee.”
— photo courtesy of
CHATTANOOGA CHAMBER of COMMERCE
and AERIALINNOVATIONS

—photo by ROBERT BENSON PHOTOGRAPHY, courtesy of Duda Paine Architects
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DARK DAYS

A

study conducted by the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) in the late 1960s found that certain
areas of Chattanooga experienced some of the highest levels
of particulate matter falling from the sky ever recorded in

any city in the US.
During one 30-day period in 1969, an astonishing 131.5 tons of
particulate matter fell from the sky over a square mile area around South
Broad Street. That’s approximately the weight of 88 Volkswagen Beetles
falling over a square mile of the city. Or the weight of 2.1 million Moon
Pies. In a single month.
On average, the air Chattanoogans breathed contained 20.2 tons
of suspended pollutants; according to the director of the Chattanooga
and Hamilton County Health Department, breathing that air was
equivalent to smoking a pack of cigarettes every
day., “The air was so thick,” recalls Mayor Ron
Littleﬁeld, “that you could taste
it. It tasted like you had
licked the inside of
a chimney.”
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Businessmen who

dinner table before eating during

worked in the city took ex-

the summertime.

tra shirts to the oﬃce so that

Various other pollutants

they could change into clean

generated by the city’s found-

clothes mid-day, and particu-

ries and manufacturing facili-

lates settling out of the air onto

ties contributed to the problem.

cars pitted paint jobs. During

As the Vietnam War reached

temperature inversions, the

its peak, the Volunteer Army

city disappeared under a cloud

Ammunition Plant (VAAP),

of smog, which sometimes re-

12 miles northeast of down-

duced visibility to less than a

town, was producing 30 million

block and required drivers to

pounds of TNT per month and

turn on their headlights during

spewing out nitrogen dioxide at

the day. Tourists who visited

hazardous levels. Women report-

Lookout Mountain expecting to

ed that their pantyhose dissolved
▲PHOTO COURTESY OF THE POLLUTION CONTROL BUREAU

▲ PHOTO COURTESY OF THE POLLUTION CONTROL BUREAU

see scenic views of the Scenic
City saw only a blanket of smog.
For people with no air
conditioning who left their windows open, outside air pollu-

right oﬀ their legs, and vegetaPhotos – clockwise:

tion in the area turned brown.

By the second half of the 20th Century, thick air pollution often turned day into night.
During the worst periods of air pollution, the view from
Lookout Mountain was often obscured by smog.
WW II interrupted enforcement of local boiler inspection efforts. The Read House Hotel at Broad and 9th
Streets spewed clouds of smoke in the center of downtown Chattanooga.

The air pollution wasn’t
just annoying. Reduced visibility led to multi-car pile-ups on

tion became an indoor problem.

the highway, as well as ﬂight

Ruth Holmberg, who was then

delays and even cancellations

the publisher of the Chattanooga

due to poor visibility at Lovell

Times, the paper her grandfather

Field. Even worse, the prevalence

Adolph S. Ochs published before

of chronic bronchitis and other

moving to New York City and

respiratory diseases was much

purchasing the New York Times,

higher for city residents than for

recalls having to wipe oﬀ the

residents of the surrounding areas, and Chattanoogans were dying of tuberculosis at three times

◄ Photo from previous page— A
view of the city from Missionary Ridge
shows how temperature inversions
could trap a layer of polluted air in the
valley prior to the implementation of
stringent air pollution controls.

the rate of the rest of the country.
The Chattanooga Post declared

—photo courtesy of the
POLLUTION CONTROL BUREAU

▲ PHOTO COURTESY OF THE POLLUTION CONTROL BUREAU
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▲ The Chattanooga-Hamilton County
Air Pollution Control Bureau celebrated its progress during Clean Air Week
in October 1972.
— photo courtesy of the
POLLUTION CONTROL BUREAU

that, “Man’s pursuit of wealth,

the loss of industry. The

was composed almost entirely of

city’s mayor at the time,

those same captains of industry,

two years spent wrangling over

ated a new Air Pollution Control

foundries and plants in the city

Ralph Kelly, later said,

it’s not surprising that the city’s

the details of air quality stan-

Board that included citizens ap-

switched on their new air pollu-

“. . . while we wanted

smokestacks were still emitting

dards and enforcement, the City

pointed by the City Mayor and

tion control equipment simul-

clean air, we certainly

copious plumes of ﬁlth despite

Commission passed the new air

the County Executive, along with

taneously as groups of oﬃcials,

didn’t want to close

the protests. In 1967, however,

pollution control ordinance. That

a representative of the Health

industry representatives, school

down every factory in

the Chattanooga Chamber of

same day, March 4, 1969, local

Department. The new board set

children, and interested citi-

Chattanooga; this is a

Commerce formed a task force to

newspapers reported that the

October 14, 1972 as the deadline

zens who had gathered outside

combat the air pollution prob-

Department of Health, Education

for a near elimination of visible

watched the smoke disappear.

lem. The Chamber noted that the

and Welfare had just released an

emissions from smokestacks.

In its annual report, the Air

major manufacturing city.”

which brought a cloud of air pol-

In fact, many

Finally, in 1969, after

The 1969 ordinance cre-

the appointed hour, all of the

lution from industrial growth,

Chattanoogans equated bad air

poor air quality was making it

1,800-page document that ranked

After decades of worsening air

Pollution Control Bureau (APCB)

has produced a demon which at-

with good business. As Ruth

diﬃcult to recruit businesses to

Chattanooga as having the worst

quality, Chattanooga aimed to

declared, “Environmental pro-

tacks his health.”

Holmberg remembers: “I went

the city, with several industries

particulate air pollution in the

emerge from underneath the

tection has survived the throes

to call on a man about money

having decided against reloca-

US from 1961-65. In eﬀect, the

cloud of pollution that had been

of time and is deﬁnitely not a

1960s, the Hamilton County

for the symphony, and he told

tion to Chattanooga that year cit-

federal government had named

covering the city within only

passing fad. It has become, and

Tuberculosis Association took

me that he was so tired of see-

ing pollution as the reason.

Chattanooga as the dirtiest city

three years.

will continue to be, a way of life.”

the lead in the ﬁght to impose

ing people walking around

air pollution controls on local

with violin cases, that he’d like

Chamber committee worked to

get serious about combating the

what the city did. On “Clean

responsible for carrying out en-

industries. Billboards asked,

to see more smoke coming out

draft a new air pollution control

problem.

Air Day,” October 13, 1972, at

forcement of the new air quality

“Deep down inside . . . wouldn’t

of smokestacks.” According to

ordinance that would bring the

you rather breathe clean air?” By

Mayor Littleﬁeld, any discussion

city’s air into compliance with

1967, angry citizens were ﬁling

of “changing from the gritt y, nas-

federal standards. The ﬁrst ef-

formal complaints and showing

ty, dirty, ugly place that we were

forts to develop a proposal for

up at public meetings to protest

to one that had a better quality

an air pollution control program

against major polluters. More

of life was always a very con-

failed to satisfy the federal gov-

than 3,400 signed a petition de-

troversial subject because there

ernment, which in 1968 with-

nouncing VAAP’s role in fouling

were lots of captains of industry

drew funding for the develop-

the air. Public oﬃcials were also

around who quite literally would

ment of Chattanooga’s program

voicing support for clean air,

say things like, ‘It smells like

until the city came up with

although they were slightly less

money to me.’”

stronger regulations and better

Beginning in the early

vigorous about actually imple-

Given that the exist-

menting any controls, fearing

Throughout the year, a

in the country just as it began to

And that is exactly

The APCB, which was
▼ Marked progress in air pollution
abatement is evident in this photo
from 1970.
— photo courtesy of the
BICENTENNIAL LIBRARY

enforcement plans.

ing Air Pollution Control Board
▲ PHOTO COURTESY OF THE BICENTENNIAL LIBRARY
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standards, stepped up its moni-

eliminating another major source

continued progress on air pol-

toring of emissions. Between

of pollution. Chattanooga’s air

lution, especially as federal re-

1970 and 1972, the bureau in-

still had its good days and its

quirements continued to tighten

creased its staﬀ from 5 people

bad days, and the Air Pollution

over time, Chattanoogans could

to 22, and it developed a new,

Control Bureau kept the public

deﬁnitely see more of their city.

eﬃcient method of observation.

informed about daily air pollu-

They had also developed a sense

Investigators began hitching

tion levels through its mascot,

that they deserved and could

rides with a “Skywatch” radio

See-More, a cartoon bird de-

achieve clean air, and a process

traﬃc reporter when weather

picted wearing an APCB hardhat

was in place to do so. Within a

allowed. During an hour and a

and saddle shoes. When sus-

few years, the skies had mostly

half in the air, Bureau personnel

pended particulate conditions

cleared and tourists began re-

could easily spot visible emis-

were light, See-More smiled;

turning to the city once they had

sions from any of the 590 manu-

when conditions were moderate,

a clear view of the sights.

facturers spread over 587 square

he frowned and had a clothes-

miles.

pin on his nose; when there was

lems, however, were far from

an alert, he looked alarmed and

over.

The end of the Vietnam
War terminated the demand for
▼ By the mid 1980s, the skies
over Chattanooga were clear
enough for a good view of Lookout
Mountain -- and of the rusty, abandoned Walnut Street Bridge.
— courtesy of the
BICENTENNIAL LIBRARY

VAAP’s products, and the mili-

wore a gas mask.
Although the city

tary closed the facility in 1975,

struggled at times to make
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Chattanooga’s prob-



